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Abstract
Many comorbidities, including depression, anxiety, dyspnea, and insomnia, occur in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD). These patients may be prescribed benzodiazepines (BZDs). However, there are some concerns that
benzodiazepines increase the risk of drug overdose, hypercapnic respiratory failure, acute exacerbation and increased mortality.
The aim of our study was to evaluate the drug safety of BZDs in patients with COPD. We used the National Health Insurance
Research Database (NHIRD) in Taiwan from 2002 to 2016 to perform a retrospective cohort study. We enrolled patients who were
exposed to the �rst prescription of BZDs, non-BZDs or a combination (mix user) after COPD diagnosis. We performed 1:1:1:1
propensity score matching in three groups. The outcomes were COPD with acute exacerbation and all-cause mortality. Poisson
regression analysis was performed to evaluate the incidence rate ratios (IRRs) for the outcomes in the groups. After propensity
score matching, there were 2856 patients in each group. After adjusting for confounding factors, we found that compared to BZD
users, non-BZD and mix users had nonsigni�cant differences in outpatient management of acute exacerbations, hospitalization
management of acute exacerbations, emergency department management of acute exacerbations and all-cause mortality. Using
BZDs or non-BZDs is safe in terms of COPD exacerbation. However, BZD, non-BZD, and mix users showed increased COPD-related
respiratory events compared to nonusers.

Background
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a chronic lung disease that is not fully reversible and is characterized by air�ow
obstruction. COPD is associated with a substantial health burden worldwide. [1–4] Comorbidities such as insomnia, anxiety, sleep
disorder, depression, and psychological disorders are commonly reported in patients with COPD. [5–10] Benzodiazepines (BZDs)
are the most widely prescribed class of sedative-anxiolytic drugs; BZDs cause sedation and muscle relaxation, can lower anxiety
levels and are commonly used for the treatment of insomnia, anxiety and sleep disorder. However, previous studies reported that
BZDs may have considerable risks or adverse effects and can be fatal in patients with COPD; these adverse effects include
hypoxemia, hypercapnia, [11, 12] decreased respiratory muscle strength [13] and respiratory failure. [14] The risk may increase as
the plasma half-life of BZDs increases. [15, 16]

Benzodiazepine receptor agonists (BZRAs) include traditional BZDs and newer generation non-benzodiazepine receptor drugs that
preferentially bind to the ω1-benzodiazepine receptor of the GABAA receptor complex. BZDs nonselectively bind to the receptor,
[17] whereas non-BZD drugs selectively bind to the benzodiazepine receptor and have a lower a�nity for the GABAA receptor;
therefore, they lack signi�cant muscle relaxant, anxiolytic, and anticonvulsant activities of traditional BZDs, resulting in fewer
pulmonary adverse effects and fewer adverse effects on other systems. [18–22]

The Joint American Thoracic Society/European Respiratory Society guidelines do not recommend the use of BZDs for COPD
patients, especially when COPD is severe. [23] Nevertheless, BZRAs are widely used for patients with COPD, with estimates that
44.7–69% of patients receive these drugs. [24, 25] Elderly COPD patients increase the prevalence, exposure duration and dose of
BZRAs because of the patient’s illness, psychological dependence or other factors. [26]

A concern in clinical practice is whether COPD patients using BZDs or non-BZD drugs, or a combination of the two, are potentially
at increased risk of respiratory problems. Only limited studies are available for BZRAs used in patients with COPD, and these
studies were limited by a small number of subjects and short-term effects (lasting a few hours). [27–29]

Therefore, the aim of the study was to evaluate the risk of acute exacerbation in patients with COPD after receiving BZRAs or non-
BZRAs and in nonusers by performing a large, population-based cohort study in an Asian population.

Methods
Study design and data source

This retrospective cohort study included data for patients with COPD aged between 40 years and 90 years from the Taiwan
National Health Insurance Research Database (NHIRD) in Health and Welfare Data Science Center 1 January 2002 to 31 December
2016. NHIRD was established in 1995 and covers 99% of the 23 million inhabitants in Taiwan under compulsory national health
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insurance. The database includes personal information, codes for diagnoses and procedures from the International Classi�cation
of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modi�cation (ICD-9-CM) and Tenth Revision (ICD-10). The patient’s medication was classi�ed
according to the Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical and National Health Insurance codes. These codes are widely accepted drug
classi�cation systems coordinated by the World Health Organization Collaborating Centre for Drug Statistics Methodology. The
study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Kaohsiung Medical University.

Identi�cation of the COPD cohort

Using the database, we identi�ed adults aged between 40-90 years with newly diagnosed COPD (ICD-9 codes 490, 491, 492 and
496) who had received more than one inpatient diagnosis or three or more outpatient diagnoses between January 1, 2002, and
December 31, 2015. Patients with COPD should receive one of the following medications for more than one month: long-acting β
adrenergic agonists (LABAs); long-acting anti-muscarinic agonists (LAMAs); or oral methylxanthines combined with short-acting
β2-agonists (SABAs) or short-acting muscarinic antagonists (SAMAs). [30-32] Patients were excluded if they met any of the
following conditions: asthma, lung transplantation, lung cancer or death within one month after diagnosis of COPD.

Identi�cation of the BZRA cohort

The BZRA cohort was identi�ed from COPD patients newly exposed to BZRAs and divided into an oral BZD group and an oral non-
BZD BZRA group. Patients were required to continue using the BZRA without change for 30 days. Patients were excluded if they
received BZRA injections during the study period or died before the index date. Each patient was followed until an outcome
occurred: mortality or the end of the study (31 December 2016). The BZRA cohort was divided into three groups based on the initial
prescription: those taking BZDs (the BZD cohort), those taking non-BZD BZRAs (the non-BZD cohort), and those prescribed both
BZDs and non-BZD drugs simultaneously in the initial prescription (the mix cohort). A cohort of patients with COPD who were not
taking BZRAs (the nonuser cohort) was also identi�ed.

Exposure and index date assessment

A new prescription for BZRAs was de�ned as the patient receiving his or her �rst prescription for BZRAs during the study period
following entry into the cohort. We excluded patients who received their �rst BZRA prescription prior to the diagnosis of COPD.
When patients received more than prescription during the study period, only the �rst was included in the analysis. The index date
was the date of the �rst BZD, non-BZD or Mixed-use prescription after COPD diagnosis.

Covariates

The baseline characteristics and comorbidities of each patient were collected within one year prior to the index date. These
included COPD severity, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, ischemic heart disease, heart failure, atrial �brillation, arrhythmia, chronic
kidney disease, malignancy, depression and anxiety. In addition, the frequency of COPD acute exacerbations was recorded. Severe
acute exacerbation was de�ned as patients requiring admission or visits to the emergency department. Moderate acute
exacerbation was de�ned as a patent prescription for either antibiotics or oral corticosteroids from an outpatient department. Other
COPD treatment medications, including LABAs, LAMAs, inhaled corticosteroids, SABAs, SAMAs, systematic beta-2 agonists and
methylxanthines, were recorded for analysis.

Propensity score matching to create the �nal groups

Propensity score matching was applied on a 1:1:1 basis to the BZD, non-BZD and mix cohorts to create three �nal groups (the BZD,
non-BZD and mix groups) with balanced baseline characteristics. The matching factors included age group, sex, comorbidities and
COPD medication. [34] Propensity score matching was also used to match the patients in the three BZRA groups and the patients
in the nonuser cohort 1:1 to perform sensitivity analyses.

Outcome assessment

For each patient, we collected any of the following outcomes that occurred during the 30 days following the index date: outpatient
visits for respiratory exacerbations, hospital admission for acute COPD exacerbation or for respiratory exacerbations, emergency
department attendance for COPD or pneumonia and all-cause mortality.
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Statistical analysis

Differences in baseline characteristics were evaluated by the chi-square test (for categorical variables). Univariate and multivariate
Poisson regression with robust error variance analysis was used to generate crude and adjusted incidence rate ratios (IRRs) with
95% CIs for each type of outcome. Consequently, the IRRs for all the study outcomes and further sensitivity analyses were
evaluated by the Poisson regression model with a robust error variance [35] between the BZD, non-BZD and mix groups. Time-to-
event analyses were performed using Kaplan–Meier plots and the log-rank test. Various sensitivity analyses were performed. First,
we used several different follow-up periods (60, 90, 180 and 365 days) to ensure that the results were consistent with those
obtained for the 30-day follow-up. Second, we compared risks between the three BZRA groups and the nonuser group. Third,
because BZDs with a longer half-life would be expected to cause more serious side effects than those with shorter half-lives, [15,
36] we strati�ed the BZD group according to half-life to reduce any pharmacokinetic effects. SAS statistical software (Version 9.4;
SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC) was used to perform all the analyses. A two-sided p value <0.05 was considered statistically
signi�cant.

Patient and public involvement

There was no patient or public involvement in developing the hypothesis, the speci�c aims or the research questions, nor in
developing plans for the design or implementation of the study.

Results
In total, 267,741 patients were included in the COPD cohort (Figure 1), of whom 82,675 were �rst prescribed BZRA drugs after their
COPD diagnosis. The BZD, non-BZD and mix groups included 67,799, 12,010 and 2866 patients, respectively. After propensity
score matching, there were 2856 patients in each of the three groups. All of the baseline characteristics were balanced after
propensity score matching (Table 1).

Table 2 summarizes the IRRs. The non-BZD groups experienced signi�cantly fewer outpatient visits for acute exacerbation than
the BZD group (IRR = 0.84, 95% CI=0.72–0.97, p = 0.0207). However, compared with the BZD group, the non-BZD group was not
associated with signi�cant decreases in admission for COPD acute exacerbation (p = 0.4064), emergency department attendance
for COPD acute exacerbation (p = 0.5577), or all-cause mortality (p = 0.9126). Similarly, compared with the BZD group, the mix
group was not associated with signi�cant IRRs for outpatient visits for acute exacerbation (p =0.7957), admission for COPD acute
exacerbation (p = 0.9660), emergency department visit for COPD acute exacerbation (p = 0.9736), or all-cause mortality
(p=0.3922).

The clinical outcomes were evaluated further by three sensitivity analyses (Table 3). The analysis using various follow-up periods
showed two inconsistencies with the main �ndings for 30 days. At 90 days, there was no longer a decrease in outpatient visits for
respiratory exacerbation in the non-BZD group compared to that in the BZD group, and at 180 days, admission for the acute
exacerbation of COPD was inconsistent with the 30-day �nding. All the other results in the follow-up sensitivity analysis were
consistent with the main �ndings.

The second sensitivity analysis compared the outcomes between the three BZRA groups and the nonuser group of patients with
COPD. Compared to the nonuser group, the BZD, non-BZD and mix groups experienced signi�cantly more outpatient visits because
of respiratory exacerbation, with IRRs of 2.57 (95% CI, 2.13–3.10; p <0.0001), 2.40 (95% CI, 1.97–2.94; p < 0.0001) and 3.38 (95%
CI, 2.74–4.17; p <0.0001), respectively. The three groups also experienced increased emergency department attendance for COPD
acute exacerbation, with IRRs of 2.11 (95% CI, 1.48–3.02; p < 0.0001), 2.12 (95% CI, 1.46–3.09; p < 0.0001) and 1.87 (95% CI, 1.33–
2.64; p = 0.0003), respectively, compared to the nonuser group, as well as signi�cantly decreased all-cause mortality, with IRRs of
0.43 (95% CI, 0.26–0.72; p = 0.0013), 0.56 (95% CI, 0.33–0.96; p = 0.0356) and 0.46 (95% CI, 0.29–0.73; p = 0.0010). In addition,
the BZD and mix groups showed signi�cantly increased admission for acute exacerbation of COPD compared with that of the
nonuser group, with IRRs of 2.52 (95% CI, 1.52–4.18; p = 0.0004) and 2.63 (95% CI, 1.57–4.40; p= 0.0002), respectively, as well as
increased admission for respiratory exacerbation, with IRRs of 1.46 (95% CI, 1.05–2.03; p = 0.0259) and 2.26 (95% CI, 1.57–3.25; p
< 0.0001). The third sensitivity analysis strati�ed the BZD group according to the half-life of the drug. This did not reveal any
signi�cant differences in outcome (Table 4).
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Discussion
This retrospective observational cohort study examined data for 267,741 patients with COPD, of whom 80,976 used BZRAs. The
comparison of the outcomes among the three types of BZRAs found that the patients administered the non-BZD drugs
experienced 0.84-fold fewer outpatient visits for respiratory exacerbation in the �rst 30 days than did those who received BZDs.
This was not in�uenced by baseline comorbidity or the severity of COPD. The other results showed no statistically signi�cant
differences among the use of BZDs, non-BZD BZRA drugs or a combination of these drugs. Previous studies of patients with
COPD have shown inconsistent results, with some �nding that BZDs did not in�uence respiratory effects, [11, 29] whereas others
found that it did. [14, 27] However, none of these studies was designed as a cohort study with a 30-day outcome period, and all of
the studies focused on differences in lung parameters rather than on COPD-related outcomes. Therefore, the present study
provides new evidence that patients using BZD and non-BZD drugs or a combination were at equal risk of COPD-related
exacerbation. This �nding allows for greater �exibility in selecting a BZRA to treat COPD. However, although there were no
statistically signi�cant results for most respiratory-related outcomes, the non-BZD group experienced fewer outpatient visits for
acute exacerbation.

A sensitivity analysis checked whether a longer follow-up period affected the clinical outcome. Although two of the main outcomes
changed at particular follow-up periods, most of the outcomes remained consistent with the main outcomes at 30 days. Any side
effects of BZRAs would be expected to be observed soon after the drugs were administered, so the 30-day period of follow-up in
this study is acceptable. The results of our second sensitivity analysis that compared the outcomes with those of COPD patients
who did not receive BZRA drugs revealed an association with increased respiratory exacerbation, with the BZD and mix groups
experiencing greater risk of the occurrence of a clinical outcome than the nonuser group. This was consistent with the results of a
cohort study by Vohoris et al., who found that COPD patients using BZDs had a higher association with emergency and outpatient
visits for exacerbation than the patients who did not take BZRAs. [37] Other previous studies have also observed an increased risk
of respiratory exacerbation in COPD patients administered BZRA compared to those who were not. [11, 13, 28, 38, 39]

Our study examined population-based, real-world data, adjusted according to COPD severity, and provided evidence related to
various follow-up periods and for BZRAs with different half-lives. The non-BZD group showed a risk equal to that of the other
groups regarding admission for acute exacerbation or emergency department for respiratory exacerbation but a lower risk of
outpatient visits for exacerbation. No previous study has considered the risk of using BZRAs for patients with COPD. Some
experimental studies have shown that non-BZD drugs do not affect the lung function parameters of COPD patients in the short
term. [27, 29, 40] However, one study showed that the non-BZD group showed fewer acute exacerbation events. [14]

Our study compared the non-BZD and BZD groups based on propensity score matching for age group, sex, COPD severity,
comorbidities and COPD medication.

Compared with the BZD group, the non-BZD group underwent fewer outpatient visits for acute exacerbation; however, other clinical
COPD-related exacerbation outcomes were similar for the non-BZD, BZD and mix groups, including admission for acute COPD
exacerbation, emergency department attendance for COPD exacerbation, and all-cause mortality. In a sensitivity analysis, we
examined various follow-up times to check our outcomes and reduce selection bias. Compared to the nonuser group, all three
BZRA groups were associated with an increased risk of COPD-related exacerbation. Our results provide treatment information in
clinical practice and provide potentially useful data about BZRA risk.

Strengths and limitations

This study and its �ndings had some limitations. First, we were unable to obtain direct information about COPD severity from the
database. Instead, two surrogate values were used to estimate the severity. Second, we were unable to establish an indication for
using BZRA, which requires a prospective study design. The individual indication of BZRA might have provided information related
to underlying diseases of the COPD patients and about particular clinical situations or procedures. Consequently, we performed
propensity score matching to balance the severity of COPD between the groups and reduce the bias. Third, the study was based on
dispensed prescriptions; therefore, we could not establish the patients’ drug adherence. Despite the limitations, our study had some
important strengths. The �ndings were derived from a population-based database. This was the �rst study to evaluate COPD
patients divided into BZD, non-BZD and mix cohorts. Although we used a short period to compare the risk between the groups, we
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found the same trends in the longer-term sensitivity analysis. We found no differences among the three BZRA groups; however,
compared to the nonuser group, the patients taking BZRAs were at increased risk of respiratory events.

Conclusions
This study has provided clues that the risk of short-term COPD acute exacerbation is similar when using BZDs, non-BZD drugs or a
combination of these drugs. In addition, the use of BZDs and non-BZD BZRAs by patients with COPD increased their risk of acute
exacerbation compared with that in COPD patients who did not take BZRAs. Therefore, COPD patients prescribed BZRAs should be
observed for potential risk of acute exacerbation.
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Characteristic

BZD

(n= 67799)

Non-BZD

(n= 12010)

Mix

(n= 2866)

BZD

(n=2856)

Non-BZD

(n=2856)

Mix

(n=2856)

Age group            

40-50 3348 (4.94) 659 (5.49) 231 (8.06) 226 (7.91) 243 (8.51) 227 (7.95)

50-60 9906 (14.61) 1858 (15.47)526 (18.35) 519 (18.17) 511 (17.89) 523 (18.31)

60-70 17042 (25.14)3028 (25.21)746 (26.03) 750 (26.26) 727 (25.46) 744 (26.05)

70-80 23946 (35.32)4135 (34.43)858 (29.94) 881 (30.85) 865 (30.29) 857 (30.01)

≥80 13557 (20.00)2330 (19.40)505 (17.62) 480 (16.81) 510 (17.86) 505 (17.68)

Gender            

Male 47843 (70.57)8491 (70.70)1974 (68.88)2027 (70.97)1970 (68.98)1971 (69.01)

Female

Moderate COPD Exacerbation Times#

19956 (29.43)3519 (29.30)892 (31.12) 829 (29.03) 886 (31.02) 885 (30.99)

0 51647 (76.18)9384 (78.13)2329 (81.26)2324 (81.37)2323 (81.34)2319 (81.20)

1 7451 (10.99) 1251 (10.42)291 (10.15) 289 (10.12) 292 (10.22) 291 (10.19)

≥2

Severe COPD Exacerbation Times##

8701 (12.83) 1375 (11.45)246 (8.58) 243 (8.51) 241 (8.44) 246 (8.61)

0 53413 (78.78)9606 (79.98)1919 (66.96)1916 (67.09)1908 (66.81)1918 (67.16)

1 9759 (14.39) 1614 (13.44)661 (23.06) 652 (22.83) 684 (23.95) 652 (22.83)

≥2 4627 (6.82) 790 (6.58) 286 (9.98) 288 (10.08) 264 (9.24) 286 (10.01)

Comorbidities            

Pulmonary disease            

Acute bronchitis 14952 (22.05)2464 (20.52)470 (16.40) 467 (16.35) 471 (16.49) 470 (16.46)

Pneumonia 9740 (14.37) 1584 (13.19)500 (17.45) 473 (16.56) 488 (17.09) 498 (17.44)

Influenza 1874 (2.76) 312 (2.60) 64 (2.23) 82 (2.87) 75 (2.63) 64 (2.24)

Hypertension 26137 (38.55)4518 (37.62)886 (30.91) 886 (31.02) 880 (30.81) 886 (31.02)

Diabetes Mellitus 9858 (14.54) 1719 (14.31)388 (13.54) 399 (13.97) 379 (13.27) 388 (13.59)

Ischemic heart disease 11511 (16.98)1793 (14.93)410 (14.31) 440 (15.41) 407 (14.25) 410 (14.36)

Heart failure 5486 (8.09) 849 (7.07) 210 (7.33) 222 (7.77) 220 (7.70) 209 (7.32)

Atrial fibrillation 1918 (2.83) 268 (2.23) 73 (2.55) 108 (3.78) 69 (2.42) 73 (2.56)

Arrhythmia 5358 (7.90) 726 (6.04) 191 (6.66) 237 (8.30) 181 (6.34) 191 (6.69)

Chronic kidney disease 1763 (2.60) 244 (2.03) 76 (2.65) 79 (2.77) 70 (2.45) 76 (2.66)

Malignancy 7178 (10.59) 1205 (10.03)284 (9.91) 287 (10.05) 257 (9.00) 284 (9.94)

Depression 489 (0.72) 92 (0.77) 43 (1.50) 33 (1.16) 29 (1.02) 39 (1.37)

Anxiety 1399 (2.06) 200 (1.67) 77 (2.69) 70 (2.45) 63 (2.21) 72 (2.52)

Comedication            

LABA 10389 (15.32)1589 (13.23)309 (10.78) 308 (10.78) 326 (11.41) 309 (10.82)

ICS 10595 (15.63)1667 (13.88)343 (11.97) 343 (12.01) 340 (11.90) 343 (12.01)

LAMA 5614 (8.28) 793 (6.60) 176 (6.14) 193 (6.76) 136 (4.76) 176 (6.16)

SABA 8700 (12.83) 1463 (12.18)256 (8.93) 250 (8.75) 258 (9.03) 256 (8.96)

SAMA 4918 (7.25) 908 (7.56) 141 (4.92) 143 (5.01) 142 (4.97) 141 (4.94)

Systematic beta-2 agonist 12107 (17.86)2092 (17.42)343 (11.97) 346 (12.11) 334 (11.69) 343 (12.01)

Methyl-xanthines 24276 (35.81)4032 (33.57)697 (24.32) 695 (24.33) 691 (24.19) 697 (24.40)

#:  COPD  outpatient  visit  and  be  prescribed  antibiotic  or  oral  steroids;  ##:  Defined  as visiting

the  hospital  or  emergency  department  for  COPD;  BZD:  Benzodiazepine;Non-BZD:  Non-Benzodiazepine;  Mix:  BZD  combined  with  Non-

Benzodiazepine;  LABA:  long-acting  β  adrenergic  agonists;  LAMA:  long-acting anti-muscarinic  agonist;SABA:  Short-acting  β2-agonist;  SAMA:  Short-acting

muscarinic antagonists; ICS: inhaled corticosteroids;
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*: p value<0.05

Table 2 Poisson regression analysis of clinical outcomes with a matched cohort

Endpoints                                                             Group             N       %             IRR#            (95% CI)       p value

 

Outpatient for acute exacerbations Non-BZD303(10.61)0.84(0.72-0.97)0.0207*

  Mix 355(12.43)0.98(0.85-1.14)0.7957

  BZD 53 (01.86)Ref - -

Hospitalization for acute exacerbation Non-BZD44 (01.54)0.84(0.57-1.26)0.4064

  Mix 53 (01.86)1.00(0.68-1.46)0.996

  BZD 86 (03.01)Ref - -

Emergency department for acute exacerbationsNon-BZD85 (02.98)0.92(0.68-1.23)0.5577

  Mix 94 (03.29)1.00(0.75-1.34)0.9736

  BZD 21 (00.74)Ref - -

All-cause mortality Non-BZD21 (00.74)1.03(0.59-1.90)0.9126

  Mix 27 (00.95)1.28(0.73-2.27)0.3922

IRR: Incident rate ratio. BZD: Benzodiazepine; BZRA: Benzodiazepine receptor agonist; COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; Mix:

BZD combined with BZRA atindex date; #: Incident rate ratio adjusted by age group, sex, moderate and severe COPD exacerbations times;*: p<0.05.

Table 3 Incident rate ratio of study outcomes for matched cohorts with different types of follow-up
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Outpatients for acute exacerbations Hospitalization for acute

exacerbation

Emergency department for acute

exacerbation

All-cause mortality

N   (95% CI) p value N (95% CI) p

value

N   (95% CI) P

value

 

N

  (95% CI)  

P

value
IRR Lower Upper IRR Lower Upper IRR Lower Upper IRR Lower Upper

                                       

                       

454 Ref - - - 80 Ref - - - 142 Ref - - - 41 Ref - - -

395 0.85 0.75 0.98 0.0226* 72 0.91 0.66 1.26 0.5788 117 0.83 0.65 1.06 0.1387 31 0.78 0.49 1.25 0.3097

453 0.98 0.86 1.12 0.8005 75 0.94 0.69 1.29 0.7013 140 0.99 0.79 1.25 0.9435 49 1.20 0.79 1.82 0.3820

                       

512 Ref - - - 102 Ref - - - 174 Ref - - - 52 Ref - - -

477 0.91 0.80 1.03 0.1357 89 0.89 0.67 1.18 0.4168 146 0.85 0.68 1.06 0.1416 50 1.00 0.68 1.47 0.9834

530 1.01 0.90 1.15 0.8108 94 0.92 0.70 1.22 0.5758 174 1.01 0.82 1.24 0.9548 67 1.31 0.91 1.88 0.1465

                       

623 Ref - - - 137 Ref - - - 234 Ref - - - 98 Ref - - -

622 0.98 0.88 1.09 0.6952 139 1.04 0.82 1.31 0.7730 215 0.93 0.77 1.11 0.4162 95 1.00 0.75 1.33 0.9944

644 1.01 0.91 1.13 0.8158 146 1.06 0.84 1.34 0.5995 244 1.05 0.88 1.26 0.5956 118 1.23 0.94 1.61 0.1236

                       

819 Ref - - - 202 Ref - - - 343 Ref - - - 177 Ref - - -

811 0.98 0.89 1.08 0.6455 203 1.03 0.84 1.25 0.7922 314 0.92 0.79 1.07 0.2823 177 1.03 0.83 1.26 0.8094

801 0.95 0.87 1.05 0.3469 207 1.03 0.84 1.24 0.8007 346 1.02 0.87 1.18 0.8439 200 1.16 0.95 1.42 0.1530

cident rate ratio; BZD: Benzodiazepine; BZRA: Benzodiazepine receptor agonist; COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary

ease; Mix: BZD combined with BZRA at index date; IRR was adjusted by age group, sex, moderate and severe COPD

exacerbations times

         

Table 4 The incident rate ratio for study outcomes in poisson regression of nonusers and half-life sensitivity analysis
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  Outpatients for acute

exacerbations

Hospitalization for acute

exacerbation

Emergency department for acute

exacerbation

All-cause mortality

  N IRR (95% CI) p value N IRR (95% CI) p value N IRR (95% CI) p value N IRR (95% CI) p value

BZRA user Nonuser

Non-BZRA user

(n=2840)

157 Ref - - 21 Ref - - 45 Ref - - 49 Ref - -

BZD user

(n=2840)

 

359

 

2.57

 

(2.13-

3.10)

 

<0.0001

 

53

 

2.52

 

(1.52-

4.18)

 

0.0004

 

94

 

2.11

 

(1.48-3.02)

 

<0.0001

 

21

 

0.43

 

(0.26-

0.72)

 

0.0013

Non-BZRA user

(n=2842)

 

141

 

Ref

 

-

 

-

 

30

 

Ref

 

-

 

-

 

40

 

Ref

 

-

 

-

 

38

 

Ref

 

-

 

-

Non-BZD user

(n=2842)

 

301

 

2.4

 

(1.97-

2.94)

 

<0.0001

 

44

 

1.43

 

(0.90-

2.28)

 

0.1313

 

85

 

2.12

 

(1.46-3.09)

 

<0.0001

 

21

 

0.56

 

(0.33-

0.96)

 

0.0356

Non-BZRA user

(n=2843)

116 Ref - - 20 Ref - - 50 Ref - - 57 Ref - -

Mix user

(n=2834)

 

352

 

3.38

 

(2.74-

4.17)

 

<0.0001

 

53

 

2.63

 

(1.57-

4.40)

 

0.0002

 

94

 

1.87

 

(1.33-2.64)

 

0.0003

 

27

 

0.46

 

(0.29-

0.73)

 

0.0010

BZRA Half-life

Short-acting

(n=1333)

 

104

 

Ref

 

-

 

-

 

28

 

Ref

 

-

 

-

 

58

 

Ref

 

-

 

-

 

16

 

Ref

 

-

 

-

Intermediate-

actingg (n=817)

 

106

 

1.02

 

(0.86-

1.20)

 

0.8448

 

16

 

1.1

 

(0.73-

1.67)

 

0.6476

 

21

 

1.3

 

(0.97-1.75)

 

0.0779

 

4

 

1.31

 

(0.74-

2.30)

 

0.3542

Long-acting

(n=6418)

 

749

 

1.15

 

(0.94-

1.42)

 

0.1662

 

106

 

1.43

 

(0.84-

2.42)

 

0.1876

 

194

 

0.95

 

(0.60-1.49)

 

0.8109

 

49

 

0.78

 

(0.28-

2.16)

 

0.6308

IRR: Incident rate ratio; BZD: Benzodiazepine; BZRA: Benzodiazepine receptor agonist; COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; Mix: BZD combined

with BZRA at index date; IRR was adjusted by age group, sex, and moderate and severe COPD exacerbations times.

Figures
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Figure 1

Flow chart of the patients enrolled in the COPD cohort.


